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Name: Date: __/__/20__

By degrees they gave up ______________ home in winter.1. (go)going

That is the only way to resist ______________ all the attention when there
is enough time.
2.

(carry)
carrying

He would go further and say that the correspondence showed that
whatever he might have said in his evidence, Mr. Forsyte had in fact never
contemplated ______________ liability on any of the work ordered or
executed by his architect.

3.

(repudiate)
repudiating

He was too active for me to enjoy ______________ without a saddle.4.
(ride)

riding

Again he rang, producing a sound that echoed sharply through the house
and was taken up and repeated by all the echoes of the cathedral, so that no
one could avoid ______________ at the remonstrating racket.

5.

(wake up)waking up

You didn't see me and I gave up ______________.6. (act)acting

He would never give up ______________ for me until he had found me or
discovered the truth about me.
7.

(seek)
seeking

Weather and other circumstances prevented her ______________ to the
mountain.
8.

(go)
going

In this case it is practically impossible to avoid ______________.9. (laugh)laughing

To prevent ______________ the ivory part in case of the wood breaking,
a stout thong runs along the whole length of the wood, each end passing
through a hole in the ivory, and the bight secured in several places to the
staff.

10.

(lose)

losing

And then, again, how avoid ______________?11. (accept)accepting

He was not quite sure he would recommend ______________ there.12.
(begin)

beginning
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I avoided ______________, but I could not altogether avoid
______________ at her.
13.

(speak) (look)
speaking

looking

Would you mind ______________ here for a minute or two while I go in to
him?
14.

(sit)
sitting

Harry recalled ______________ for it there himself, so many years ago.15.
(look)

looking

I'll not give you any advice on the subject: you understand
______________ letters better than I do.
16.

(write)writing

But now, he avoided ______________ if at all possible.17. (fight)fighting

Could not be better; but you will not mind ______________ a little longer,
will you?
18.

(go on)
going on

That was exactly the effect he intended to produce and enjoyed
______________.
19.

(produce)producing

But never mind ______________ about this now.20. (rage)raging
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